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Note to Facilitators

Down to Earth

These notes are summarized in Pointers for Participants 15.
Please read these comments BEFORE the session.

At-One-Ness: Deliberate, Engaged Contemplation Together
Let your ears be attentive to the voice of my supplications!

Psalm 130: 2

Contemplation means especially turning our attention to the actual.

Janet Ruffing

What keeps us grounded, with open hearts, as we live into our connection to the unfolding mystery
at center of life?

From Self-Preoccupation to Lived and Shared Awareness

Steeped as we are in a global culture of hyper-individualism and commodity (seeking convenience and
comfort), we all receive a daily dose of self-preoccupation. Often this dulls, divides, and distracts us
from the real Christ-presence, alienating us from the momentous energy that is the spirit-thrust of the
Gospels.
Some may wonder why we don’t allocate more time for talking about the books, discussing our personal theologies
and the tenets of classical Christian spiritualities, or even sharing our opinions about social policy. Others may
ask why we don’t dedicate more energy to expounding techniques for private prayer, or introduce helps, therapies
and counsel for the soul’s journey.
These concerns and approaches surely have an appropriate time and place. Engaging Spirituality is not
an academic course, and spirituality cannot be relegated to the conceptual realm of theory. Nor can it be
restricted to the arena of individual psychotherapy, since it envelops all the great crises of our time. Far
beyond the constraints of personal agendas and self-serving projects, spirituality is wildly expansive. It
describes our whole way of being— living and expressing together, in the immediacy of this time and
this space, our deepest connection to all that is.
The path laid out by Jesus discourages us from using our life’s-breath to theorize our way along a
personal trail to glory. We are also warned, in parables and by example, to avoid the traps of selfpromoting religious practice: notching up prayer-points, seeking personal fulfillment, graduating
ourselves through levels of presumed spiritual or moral ascendency. After all, there is no grand spiritual
competition! When we engage the Spirit of the Gospels we move in an entirely different direction
and embark upon a shared journey, an outgoing encounter with “Sacred Mystery,” the universal hub
and circumference of all relationships. Together we encounter “Holy Spirit” as palpable, intimate
connection; the suffering-love force that binds us and brings to life the apparent dead spaces between
us. Here too, when we choose to break open our lives in vulnerability, we touch a living, breathing,
suffering Christ who walks among us.

Coming Down to God:

No one is below us, and under every thing there is God!
The holy life then is a shared life, grounded in relationships of support and connection to one another—
a humble life, dedicated to compassionate care. The fruit of this holiness is living “at-one-ness,” or
radical solidarity. According to the wisdom and witness of Jesus, the unfolding Reign of God (the mission
focus of his life) is neither a heavenly otherworld, nor a rarely experienced state of higher consciousness.
Instead, this domain of God is accessible to everyone, especially those most disenfranchised. Like
Pentecost, it reflects the truest expression of God’s love, breaking out in all directions, bringing us into
communion with everything. We approximate (come close to) this realm as we allow our lives to become
intertwined in community, and transfigured (on the holy ground of suffering) by our connections to life
around and within us. The Spirit exists to bring us DOWN into oneness.
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Note to Facilitators cont’d

Down to Earth

How do you share the LIFE entrusted to you?

Session 15 opens the third movement of Engaging Spirituality, the journey down to earth. Over the
next seven weeks you will explore together the message of the Beatitudes, the heart of the Gospels.
Uncovering some characteristics and qualities of a holy (lowly), “earthed” life, you will be invited
to:
• slow down to the “speed of life;”
• ground your life in Beatitudes relationships;
• simplify thoughts, words, deeds and lifestyle;
• nurture sacred friendships;
• foster community;
• respond with blessing;
• investigate the healing power of forgiveness;
• practice non-harm;
• seek opportunities for solidarity.
In their Bearings letter, Jim and Kathy McGinnis testify to life dedicated to peacemaking. In the
Bearings letter for session sixteen, peace activist Kathy Kelly shares her lifelong commitment to
ending the atrocity of war. Her words and courageous witness call us all to reflect on the depth of
our own response to be the peace our world sorely needs. Encourage everyone to continue in their
daily practice of spiritual reading. The outreach ministry component assumes particular relevance
at this juncture since it represents one opportunity for the “gospel grounding” of our lives.

S e s s i o n 15 • E n g a g i n g A t - O n e - M e n t • 2 ½ h r s •
You will need: Copy of Kathy Kelly’s Bearings letter (for Session 16); the symbolic pillar candle; a
small cross or crucifix; the covenant cloth; matches; a CD player and reflective music; bible (Matthew 5:
1-12); refreshments; a small bowl with a handful of salt and another with some active dry yeast (the
kind used in bread-making). Place the symbolic candle (wrapped in thorns or wire), the yeast and
salt on the small table. Participants need their journals and pens.

		

Co-Facilitator Prayerful Preparation

Arrive at least 10 minutes before the group. Set the room (circle of chairs, with one additional Bearings
seat; small central table; symbolic candle; covenant cloth; cross; bible; reflective music; CD player).
Have reflective music playing. Sit together in silence for 5 minutes.

Silence 			

Silence 			

Silence

Offer a word of blessing to one another OR invoke the Holy Spirit, with this prayer:

Forgiving Spirit...			
Healing Spirit…			
Reconciling Spirit…			

Mend us …			
Bond us to one another…
Take away all that divides us…		

Set the tone with reflective background music. As they enter, invite people to put everything
down and sit in a receptive posture. When everyone has settled, turn off the music and light
the candle. Strike the chime and sit with the silence for a minute.

Silence 			
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Centering Meditation (20 minutes)

Down to Earth

Begin this third movement of the process by slowly reading aloud the Engaging Spirituality Covenant
that is written on the prayer cloth as well as page 5 of the ES Prayer Journal.
Alternating voices, slowly and prayerfully share A N Y PA RT of this meditation:

Centering our Lives

Listen to the sound of your breathing… 		
Listen to the breathing of the person beside you…
Listen for that all-encompassing presence…		
Breathe-in the mutual presence we call LIFE…
Purposefully slow and deepen your life-breath

Silence 			

		

Listen to yourself….
Listen to the world…
Breathe life deeply…
Live life slowly…
Deep, long, slow breath of life.

Silence 			

Silence

How do you synchronize your life?
		
By what measure do you set the meter,
		
the rhythm of your daily patterns…
		
of rest, of work, of wonder and of care?

Silence 			

Silence 			

Now is the time for S L O W I N G
Slowing…
Slowing…
Slowing…

Slowing…
Slowing…
Slowing…
Slowing…

Silence

D O W N . (Alternating voices)

to the pace of God’s good time…
to attend to those who cross your path…
to match the gait of frailty, the pace of infirmity,
the small steps of the aged and infants...
to notice the contours of life around you…
long enough to scent the breeze or be captivated by sunset...
to feel the road beneath your feet…
to be redirected by a world of need…
…detoured into the alleyways to learn about loss and hope…

Pause
Let us follow the “leading” of God, and avoid running ahead of grace.
Together let us expose our lives to this moment as it presents itself.

Long Pause

		

Compassionate Contemplation

“Any time we touch our truer, deeper selves and some intuitive sense emerges of 		
God’s presence to us, this situation is contemplation…
Compassionate hearts feel the world’s pain.
When such pain passes through our hearts
we are led to intercession and to action.

		
		

Our action leads us back to prayer
as we are both challenged by the poor and suffering
and also gifted by their resilience and hope…

Pause
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Centering Meditation cont’d

Down to Earth

		
		
		

At such times our hearts are so held in God
we become unafraid to feel the world’s pain
as well as our own.

		

Pause

We become absorbed in the deep mysteries of life and death
of love and grace, of freedom and joy.
Like the women who go weeping to the tomb,
our sorrow turns to joy as we find nothing is as it appears on the surface.
		

Pause

		
		
		
		

There is more than death, more than sorrow,
more than defeat, more than disappointment.
There is a livingness and a lovingness
that overwhelms and surprises us.”

Janet Ruffing

Centering

Invite people into Centering Prayer. If needed, reiterate the directions:

•
•
•
•
•
•

BE attentive to the sound and rhythm of your breathing.
SIT comfortably and close your eyes.
CHOOSE a short sacred word (like Jesus, Mercy, Peace, Love, Listen, Holy…).
LET this word be the symbol of your intention
to receive God’s presence and action.
SILENTLY introduce this sacred word to welcome God’s presence and action.
GENTLY return to the sacred word as thoughts arise.

Strike the chime to open 10 minutes of silence.

Silence 			

Silence 			

Silence

Strike the chime to break the silence. Remain in silence with eyes closed for a moment.

Read Matthew 4: 23 - 5:11
Offer ONE of these prompts for quiet reflection:

Who are the Beatitudes people that ground your life?
• What could it mean to be blessed… to be poor in spirit?
•

Pause for a full minute.
Alternating voices, share this reflection (if time permits):

“We think of Jesus’ teaching as a set of prescriptions
for getting to heaven. No, the Sermon on the Mount and especially the Beatitudes
are a set of descriptions of a free life…

		

Pause

		
		

When you can weep, when you can identify with the little ones,
when you can make peace, when you can be persecuted and still be joyful;
then you’re doing it right.

		

He is saying… this is what holiness will look like.”
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Bearings Presentation (20 minutes)

Down to Earth

The participants responsible for presenting the Bearings letter introduce Jim and Kathy,
placing their picture on the empty chair. After the reading, the presenters return the letter to
the co-facilitators.

Bearings Dialogue – Open Response Mode (20 minutes)
Pause after the reading and final Lectio sharing. Offer this question:
•What

inspired you about Jim and Kathy’s testimony?

Open the floor for those who wish to offer ONE heart response to the letter.

Break (15 minutes)

Select a reader to present the next Bearings letter (Kathy Kelly). If possible, match the gender
of the author with the presenter. Give the Bearings letter to the reader. Remind him/her NOT
to make additional copies of the letter, but to reflect on it and come prepared to lead the
Bearings process at the next session.

Prayerful Listening (60 Minutes)
Call everyone back to the circle.

Share A N Y PA RT of these reflections:

“At the center of our being is a point of nothingness
which is untouched by sin and by illusion, a point of pure truth,
a point or spark which belongs entirely to God…
		

Pause

		

This little point of nothingness and of absolute poverty
is the pure glory of God in us…

		

It is in everybody, and if we could see it we would see these billions of points
of light coming together in the face and blaze of a sun
that would make all the darkness and cruelty of life vanish completely…
		

Pause

		
		

I have no program for this seeing. It is only given.
But the gate of heaven is everywhere…”
Thomas Merton

Blessed are the poor in the spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Matthew 5: 3

The Realm of Reliance

Am I poor enough to know that I rely on someone else,
on everyone, on God, for my daily sustenance?

Pause

		

“There is no point in romanticizing poverty. It stinks and it kills.
There is, however, a point in recognizing the power of those who,
despite it, fight for life and bear witness to death-defying hope.”
©
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Prayerful Listening cont’d

Down to Earth

Intimate Listening (TRIADS) (15 minutes)

Invite participants to divide into groups of three. If you have an even number, form one group
of two. Each person takes 5 minutes to respond from the heart to E I T H E R of these prompts:

When have you known poverty in any of its forms—
felt it, touched it, smelled it?
• What life-lessons have you learned from poverty of mind,
poverty of body, poverty of soul, or material poverty?
•

Pause and repeat the prompts. Remind everyone to pause before and after each person
speaks, and to practice prayerful listening.
As you call people back to the large group, invite the triads to express their gratitude to one
another.

Large Group – Inspirational Mode (40 minutes)
Open a moment of silence.

Silence 			

Silence 			

Silence

Pick up the bowl of active, dry yeast and offer these words of introduction:

Leaven is a contaminant that ferments activity.
Breaking down and raising up, fomenting change and unrest,
yeast represents a pervasive, transforming influence in our world.

		

		

“To what shall I compare the kingdom of God?
It is like yeast that a woman took
and mixed in with three measures of flour
until all of it was leavened” Luke 13: 20-21

		
		

Share this reflection (in two voices):

Unexpected Solidarity

He graced our doorstep just after our move downtown,
a neighbor-without-a-home, looking to be fed, introducing us to HIS patch.

Pause

		

He has since become a regular, unwanted porch guest, these past eighteen 		
years, announcing himself by yelling, cursing, singing, and praising God.

Pause

		

Dread increases when he rings our doorbell, with frenetic persistence.
		

Pause

		
		
		

This wayward brother carries within him
all we have tried so hard to shut out of our home
and keep away from our children:

		

Pause

the smell of addiction and abuse, the phantoms of mental illness,
©
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Large Group – Inspirational Mode cont’d

Down to Earth

and street stories of neighbors brutalized by racism, poverty, guns, drugs, crime;
…made all the more miserable by general neglect and disregard.

Pause

		

His grip is calloused, his touch grimy and clammy.
Despite years of effort, he succeeds only in contaminating
everything, everyone within his reach.
		

Pause

		
		

“Why do YOU have a home
and I’ve had to live on the streets for twenty-five years?

		

Pause

Why do YOU have a wife and children and I am all alone?
		

Pause

		
		

Why do YOU have a job, and respect and I’m left to depend on charity?
Why would God do this to me…?”

		

Pause

Answering his own questions, he continued his sermon at full blast;
		

Pause

		
		

“Well, I KNOW why!
GOD made me this way... to remind YOU of who you are.

		

		

Don’t you see?...
I am you… 		

		

Pause

I am YOU on the inside!
only you’re better at hiding it!

That’s what I tell all those ‘suits’ downtown when I preach to them.
		

Look at me!

I am you! If you can’t love me, you can’t love yourselves!

		

I am you on the inside!” 					

Joe Grant

Offer E I T H E R of these prompts for silent reflection:

Who are the people that ground you in the daily struggle
for dignity, nourishment, family, or friendship?
• In what way have your plans or reputation been affected
by relationships with Beatitudes people?
•

Repeat the prompt several times. Invite someone to pick up the bowl of leaven and
(After a brief pause) share what is in her/his heart. After that person has shared, s/he offers the
bowl to a neighbor in the circle. If this person is neither ready, nor inclined to share, s/he holds it
briefly before passing it on. Let this process continue until everyone has had an opportunity to
share.
Thank everyone for sharing and close with this reflection:

“We need others to help us practice less frenetic,
less violent, less fragmented, less compulsive ways of living.
©
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Large Group – Inspirational Mode cont’d

Down to Earth

		

		
		

In this way we counterbalance the socially constructed cultural messages
that encourage the opposite by participation in an alternative,
intentional, social group.

		

Pause

To do so we need to make fresh choices to live
in the depth dimension of ourselves,
to create supportive communities, and to open up to God…

Pause

		

		
Contemplative presence to suffering persons
		
or to situations in the world is a grace.
		
It is one way contemplatives share in the redemptive activity of Christ.”
										
Janet Ruffing

Community Business & Pearls of Wisdom

(5 minutes)

Inform everyone of the date and time of the next session and their personal Bearings commitment.
Refer people to the Pointers for Participants. One facilitator shares a quote from the ES Journal
and a brief excerpt from a current spiritual reading text. Ask someone to bring two quotes to the
next session.

Meditation (10 minutes)

Invite the group to return to silence:

Silence 			

Silence 			

Silence

Alternating voices, share this reflection:

“Contemplation requires the willingness, honesty and courageous desire
to face into ourselves just as we are and our world just as it is—
no distortions no exclusions, no avoidances, no anesthesia.
		

Pause

		
		

		

It means entering our own emptiness, our unrequited longing…
Contemplation may lead to deep trust and faith,
but not to uninterrupted peace of mind.

		

Pause

It opens us in love to the suffering and brokenness of the world
as much as to its joy and beauty.”
Gerald R. May
Invite people into a receptive posture (hands resting on their laps, palms upturned) and ask everyone
to close their eyes and place both feet squarely on the floor.
Alternate leading the group in this meditation:

Become aware of the ground beneath your feet!

©
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Grounding Prayer

Down to Earth

Call to mind a person in your life
whose situation disturbs or concerns you deeply.

Pause

		

Hold him or her in the light of your love.
		

Longer Pause

		

If you wish, speak this person’s name!

Allow a few minutes for people to speak the names.

Now visualize a place in our world that is different from the places you 		
inhabit: a place of hunger or hardship, violence and cruel injustice.
		

Hold this place in the light of your love.

		

Longer Pause

If you wish, speak the name of this place.
Allow a few minutes for people to speak the names.

Call to mind the faces of people in your life who support you,
affirm you correct you, and keep you grounded, open and honest
Hold them all in the light of love.

		

Longer Pause

		

If you wish, speak their names aloud.
Allow a few minutes for people to share the names.
Ask everyone to stand and echo this prayer:

Leader						
“Have mercy on your people Lord…
and give us a breathing space 		
in the midst of so many troubles.” 		

Echo
“Have mercy on your people Lord…
and give us a breathing space
in the midst of so many troubles.”
Attributed to Pope Pius V

Encourage participants to hold the prayer of Pope Pius in their hearts over the coming week.

SLOW IT DOWN!

Challenge everyone to slow the pace in one area of their lives: driving, walking, working,
patterns of multi-tasking;

Let us silently bless one another with a gesture of peace.

This concludes the session.
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Co-facilitator Afterglow (5 Minutes)

Down to Earth

When everyone has gone, revisit the session together.
• Begin with a few minutes of silence.
• Let a grateful word surface.
• Offer a word of affirmation to one another.
OR
Share your response to A N Y of these:

I felt the Holy Spirit…
I was stretched or challenged by...
I have learned…

Look ahead to the next session or activity.
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16
Pointers for Participants
Between Session 15 & Session 16
Practical Applications

Reflect on these insights BEFORE the session

Blessings to Bring us Down to Earth

Blessed are those who mourn, for they will be comforted.
						
Matthew 5: 4

Prayer

How often have I desired to gather your children together as a hen
gathers her brood under her wings... 		
Luke 13: 34

Practice Daily Intercessory Presence

As you open up a “holding space,” to let the whole world
tumble in, commend this world to the merciful gaze of
our compassionate Creator. In particular, focus that gaze
on God’s children forced to bear the burden of poverty.

Spiritual Reading

Preparing for Session SIXTEEN

(A New Text)

The Holy Longing, pages 192 - 241. This completes your
prayerful reading of this text.
Begin reading one short reflection EVERY DAY from
Our Hearts Still Sing, by Rev. Peter Millar.

The Beatitudes describe a set of qualifications for living
in Eden– God’s presently unfolding domain. Notice the
list does NOT include a blessing for any of us who might
consider ourselves accomplished, proficient, well thought
of, or advanced either in social standing or spiritual merit.
By contrast, the Beatitudes present an earthy path to
lowliness, embracing simplicity and the sorrowful sharing
of our losses. And they are NOT intended merely for
private application. The Beatitudes are addressed to a
community of followers (Blessed are “you all!”) and they
outline the qualities of our shared engagement with life.

		

Journal-Keeping

Rooted in Scripture

Read and respond to pages 147 - 153.

Luke 6: 20 - 26.

Spiritual Practice

Which BLESSING do you seek or seek to avoid?

You will show me the path to life, abounding joy in your
presence... 				
Psalm 16: 11
Slowing Down: What needs to be removed to make space,
time, room for prayerful presence in your life?

Outreach Ministry

?

Holy Sorrow
Hear my prayer O God; let my cry come to you. Psalm 102: 1

The poor are who we all must become.
Vincent De Paul
Reflect on these words in light of your ministry experience.

Choose Holiness
All existence finds its origin in the Holy Font of Life.
Holiness is not a concept or a theory.
It is not defined by a set of opinions, nor is it a reward we
can earn. We can neither bank holiness, nor can we buy it.
However we can…
seek • notice • make space for • welcome • embrace • reverence •
reflect • practice • receive and respond...
...to holiness.
Ultimately holiness is a GIFT, a choice and a response.

We perceive, express, and experience holiness by the
WAY we choose to inhabit our days, living into our daily
encounters with Presence in each interaction and every
relationship with our world.

If we wish to resist the divisive forces of injustice, we must
ground our lives in humility and poverty. In mourning we
become supple-hearted enough to permit the free-flow of
compassion. This state of “blessed mourning” has a magnetic
quality, drawing us into one another, bringing us closer to the
Sacred Heart which aches for our completeness. By sharing
our losses and grieving our world, we become leavening
agents, or intercessors, who open up breathing spaces and
“raise the standard of loving” within the reach of our arms and
the scope of our hearts.
•
•
•

The way we RECEIVE life defines whether it is
a gift or a burden.
The way we HOLD reality determines its ability
to transform us from the inside out.
The way we RESPOND to the world reflects
the state of our soul.

STILL in the STORM

Visit the Engaging Spirituality blog: http://stillinthestorm.wordpress.com/

For Engaging Spirituality participants only.
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BEARINGS Letter

Bearings Letter

Kathy Kelly

To be read aloud at Session Sixteen.
Directions
To be read aloud to participants
of Engaging Spirituality.
This material is copyrighted.
Print ONE copy of this document.
Do NOT forward or make
additional copies.
Detach and retain this cover page
so the co-facilitator can mail the
Thank You Note to this address:
Kathy Kelly
Voices for Creative Nonviolence
1249 West Argyle
Chicago, IL 60640

JustFaith
Ministries

Invite a participant to read
the letter to the group.
The letter is returned to the
co-facilitators after the session.

P.O. Box 221348
Louisville, KY 40252

(502) 429-0865

www.justfaith.org
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BEARINGS Letter
O that today you would listen to God’s voice,
harden not you heart. Psalm 95: 8

Directions for Co-Facilitators and Readers
General Remarks

Bearings letters are meant to be read aloud, listened to and received as auditory
prayer. Do NOT copy or electronically distribute the letter to participants.
Each letter is read aloud by a different member of the Engaging Spirituality
group. The reader is responsible for: prayerful preparation; introducing the
author; reading the letter aloud; inviting people to respond in the Lectio
Divina format; crafting a note of thanks to the author.

Before the Session

Co-facilitators print only ONE copy of the Bearings letter.
At a prior session (a week before the letter is read), co-facilitators identify
a reader from among the participants. The reader takes the Bearings letter
home to review it in prayerful preparation.

At the Session

Add an empty chair to the circle to represent the author of the Bearings letter.
Using the attached introduction, the reader introduces the author (in the
first person) and then passes the author’s picture around the circle. Before
prayerfully reading the letter, the reader places the picture on the empty seat.

Note to Readers:

Use the pauses to moderate the pace of your reading.
• Take three slow breaths when you pause. This will give your listeners
time to let the words penetrate.
• Follow the directions for the Lectio Divina reflection.
• Allow 2-3 minutes for those who wish to share a word, a question or a
brief insight, before resuming the reading.
• After the reading and during the ensuing dialogue, note one or two
insights (in your journal) generated by the letter.
•

After the Session

At the close of the session, return the picture and letter to the co-facilitators
for safekeeping. Do NOT make copies of the letter after the session.
Using the attached stationery, the reader writes a brief personal response to
the author, including: a word of thanks; the name and location of the group;
a few insights from the group’s reflection. Co-facilitators are responsible
for mailing the Thank You Note to the author (not to JustFaith Ministries).
Respecting the author’s privacy, the co-facilitators do not share the personal
mailing address of any author.

©
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BEARINGS Letter

Personal Introduction
My name is Kathy and I am deeply
committed to active nonviolence.
I co-coordinate Voices for Creative
Nonviolence, a campaign to end
military and economic warfare
against Iraq. As co-founder of
“Voices in the Wilderness,” I lived
in Baghdad throughout the 2003
“Shock and Awe” bombing.
In 2007 I lived in Jordan among Iraqis
who fled violence in their country.
I was among the first Westerners to
enter the Jenin refugee camp while it
was under siege in 2002. I stayed in
Beirut over the final days of Israeli
bombing in 2006. In 1988-89 I spent
time in Federal prison for planting
corn near nuclear a missile silo, and
for crossing the line at Fort Benning’s
military training school.

Kathy Kelly

Historical Note
Kathy composed her letter during the U.S. military
occupation of Iraq. Currently, Voices for Creative
Nonviolence focuses on alleviating the suffering of
the people of Afghanistan, particularly Afghan
children. Kathy continues to spend time with people in
other war-torn areas.

©
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BEARINGS Letter

My Struggle
Dear Friends,
It’s been encouraging to hear conversations, in various parts of the U.S., about the lively and valuable
difference JustFaith Ministries makes in parish communities. When I imagine groups of people
communally thinking about the challenges of discipleship, I feel especially grateful to be included in such
essential discussions.
To honestly answer the first question posed by this “Bearings” challenge, let me first confess how difficult
it was for me to answer it. Several times, I turned to others for help, sometimes tearfully. I hope that all of
us who endeavor to answer these questions will receive assistance and assurance, as needed.
			
Pause
“Given the complexity of our times,” the first question asks, “what do you struggle with most as you seek to
live with integrity in these days.” For me, the answer is painful and humbling. I struggle to learn how, at
this point, to make my life relevant to ending the US war in Iraq.
			
Pause
I was a “late arrival” in coming to grips with the question of how to nonviolently resist our nation’s
addiction to war-making. But, with regard to the U.S. occupation of Iraq, my involvement was relatively
early, as part of the Gulf Peace Team. During the Desert Storm war, we lived on the Iraq side of the IraqSaudi border, positioning ourselves between the warring parties until, after two weeks, Iraqi authorities
evacuated us to Baghdad. Several years later, an even smaller group formed Voices in the Wilderness,
aiming to defy the U.N. economic sanctions against Iraq by exercising civil disobedience. We broke those
sanctions by bringing medicines to Iraqi children and families.
			
Pause
We knew, then, what we were doing and why. We felt confident that we could return home with
explanations of what we had seen and heard, and we hoped that our testimony could build awareness
in the U.S. about the awful consequences as a silent, economic warfare, brutally and lethally punished
hundreds of thousands of innocent people, over half of them children under age five.
			
Pause
In the summer of 2000, we spent nine weeks living in the most impoverished area of Iraq’s poorest city,
Basra. We wanted to show that siege warfare caused intense suffering among people who meant us no
harm. During Operation Shock and Awe, the Iraq Peace Team lived alongside Iraqi people, throughout an
impending war we hoped we could prevent. We couldn’t allow war to sever the bonds that had developed
between ourselves and the people who had offered us unstinting hospitality. We remained in Iraq
throughout the U.S. bombing and initial months of occupation. In each of these circumstances, we knew
what we were doing and why.
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But, since the 2003 U.S. invasion and occupation of Iraq, I’ve been floundering in efforts to nonviolently
challenge terrible crimes committed against people bearing the worst consequences of warfare in Iraq.
Younger friends of mine, individuals deeply committed to peacemaking in Iraq, maintain a blog entitled
“War Endless War.” Skillful commentators describe the tsunami of misery caused by the war. The
photos of mournful mothers cradling sickened infants poisoned by contaminated water still fill the pages
of UN booklets. Asked to speak about conditions we encounter among people who have fled from Iraq, I
and several friends deliver heartbreaking stories of bereavement, torture, and displacement endured by
people whose entire lives have been marked by “war, endless war.” I feel staggered by the bludgeoning
force of the U.S. war machine. The war has caused spiraling levels of chaos and revenge. And yet, I
generally write or speak from a safe, secure distance.

Longer Pause

			

Lectio Divina: What WORD, QUESTION or INSIGHT resonated with you?

Pause

			

Invite people to share

Pause

			

My Practice
People sometimes ask me how I find hope or happiness in life, in spite of being intensely aware of so
much suffering. Truthfully, the best way to pursue that question is to visit Iraqis who have directly
borne the war’s consequences. How do they find hope and happiness? They don’t receive invitations to
speak about their travails, much less find themselves nominated for awards. Since 1991, consistently, in
the simplest of homes, I’ve felt overwhelmed by genuine and generous welcomes from Iraqi friends. The
hospitality extended to me and dozens of people who traveled with “Voices” delegations doesn’t obscure
impoverishment, loss, pain and anger. But the friendships and forgiveness extended to us anchors my
faith and hope.
			
Pause
In Amman, Jordan, in January of 2007, while visiting an Iraqi family living in a wretched home and
coping with poverty, disease, and trauma, I felt amazed that in spite of their harsh circumstances, the
family extended a warm welcome to me and my friends. Over the course of several visits, I learned that
they’d lost their home and all of their material resources, in Iraq, because kidnappers holding their sixteen
year-old son demanded a huge ransom. They sold everything they owned, secured the son’s release after
he had been tortured for four days, and immediately fled Iraq.
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Later that year, the family suffered another blow when the father, crushed by the burden of being unable
to provide for his family and deranged with anger when he learned that his cousin had been tortured
and killed, suddenly disappeared. The ten year-old son seemed overcome by numbing depression that
wouldn’t lift. Each time I visited, he turned away, apparently absorbed in cartoons on TV. Even when
his older brother, (the ransomed one) was recognized with medals and acclaim for representing Iraq on
an international soccer team, the youngster refused to join in the family’s joy. I knew his mother wanted
desperately to help her young son emerge from the fog of despair. Certainly his suffering required time
for healing. His knowing mother watched him carefully, and one summer day, when an art teacher and
I turned up with a bag of art supplies and small bouncing balls, the mother flashed me an impish smile
and began juggling the balls. Her son’s eyes widened as he watched his mother playfully juggling, and,
slowly, a smile spread across his face. Soon he was shyly giggling in his mother’s arms. This boy’s mother
did what she could to find happiness and future hope for her family.
			
Pause
Here is a story about other mothers, in a U.S. prison, who did what they could to bear a share of the
war’s burdens. In 2004, I was imprisoned at the Pekin Federal Prison Camp in Illinois. I had trespassed
at Fort Benning as part of the School of the Americas Watch campaign, and was sentenced to three
months in prison. On Saturday, May 1, 2004, several prisoners hurried into the prison library, wanting
me to come and see news releases on CNN. “Girl, you gotta’ see this,” they said. “It’s just terrible, what’s
happening.” Together, we watched the photos that are now iconic. “The hooded man.” “The man on a
leash.” “The pyramid.” “The man and the dog.” Women I knew at Pekin prison would have had good
reason to identify with the shame, fear, and anxiety of other prisoners anywhere. But the emotions
behind their tearful questions came, I think, from genuine concern for their country. “What’s happening
to our country?” they asked. “What can we do?”
			
Pause
It was hard to imagine a less relevant spot from which to take action, locked up in a U.S. prison. But,
later that day, several of the women approached the warden, seeking permission to gather, twice a day,
on the oval track outside the prison, simply to pray. The warden said yes. Initially, a small group of
women gathered, holding hands, at sunup and again at sundown, to voice their prayers. Days later,
the group enlarged as several dozen women joined the circle. By the time I left the prison, as many as
eighty women came together, to pray. The women prayed for their children, for children in Iraq, and for
the children of U.S. military personnel in Iraq, and for the guards in the prison and their families. They
prayed for an end to war. Prayers for forgiveness, prayers for compassion, prayers for peace, – these
were among the greatest signs of hope I’ve ever experienced as women held hands, gathered on the oval
track at the Pekin prison.
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Longer Pause

			

Lectio Divina: What WORD, QUESTION or INSIGHT resonated with you?

Pause

			

Invite people to share
			

My Challenge

Pause

In the gospel of Luke, chapter 4, Jesus went to the synagogue and, opening the scroll, he found the place
where it is written, “The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to preach good news
for the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives and recovering of sight to the blind, to set
at liberty those who are oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord.” He continued to challenge
his hearers, assuring that his message of healing and peace extended even to their enemies. Infuriated,
“all in the synagogue were filled with wrath.” They tried to hurl Jesus over a cliff, but Luke’s community
insisted that Jesus’ message can’t be eliminated. “Passing through the midst of them, he went away.” He
continued preaching. At the end of the gospel, Jesus spoke his last words dying on the cross. “Father,” he
said, “into thy hands I commend my spirit.”
			
Pause
Don’t we all look at our own hands, at times, and wonder how we might help shape the further invention
of Gospel nonviolence? Each Gospel clarifies that Jesus’ Spirit is to be found amid the outstretched hands
of poor, dispossessed, despised and outcast people. Hand holding hand, we can yet proclaim the acceptable
year by standing, as best we can, with those who bear the brunt of war and injustice, and therein seek
essential compassion and justice. I think of those who taught me to imagine one hand gently beckoning
us toward heightened awareness of wrongdoing, while the other hand offers balance, encouraging us
to gain control over our fears. Such hands have been extended to me, throughout my life, but most
extraordinarily in prisons, war zones, and impoverished neighborhoods.
When overwhelmed by struggles and fears, when shamed by floundering through preventable calamities
wrought by human hands, we can still revere the hands that reach out to us. We can feel again the
healing flow of gratitude, and find together the strength of Jesus’ claim on our lives. Finding our bearings,
we must do what we can to liberate his Good News. We must, in our time, do what we can to end war.
			
			
In peace,
						
Kathy

Longer Pause

			

Lectio Divina: What WORD, QUESTION or INSIGHT resonated with you?

Pause

			

Invite people to share
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May you remain rooted
and grounded in love...
With heartfelt thanks
for your wisdom and
your witness.
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